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Function Enhancement for Compact WDM Optical Transmission
Equipment in Response to Optical Fiber Depletion
The rollout of LTE services will require the construction of
efficient transmission paths in rural and other areas with
long transmission distances in the access interval and in
areas suffering from a depletion of core optical fibers. In
order to achieve the entrance transmission path to a
FOMA/Xi complex base station with one bidirectional fiber,
NTT DOCOMO has enhanced the functions of its compact
WDM optical transmission equipment to increase transmission distance (allowable loss) to the same level as ATM
equipment and to deal with the depletion of core optical
fibers.
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*1 CN: A node installed on the intra-prefectural
relay plane having functions for converging
and dispersing circuits to make transmission in
base-station circuits more efficient.
*2 LCN: A node that treats the NTT subscriber
optical accommodation station as a base node
and that has functions for converging and dispersing circuits to efficiently consolidate NTT
dark fiber.
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(b) Configuration when using existing compact WDM optical transmission equipment
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(c) Configuration when using new compact WDM optical transmission equipment

e-OADM : e-Optical ADD Drop Multiplexing
F T M - D : Fiber Transport Module-DOCOMO

Figure 1 Overview of entrance transmission path

In response to these issues, we have

mission paths making it possible to

dark fiber , which makes it difficult to

enhanced the functions of compact

reduce the number of core optical fibers

procure new optical fiber for LTE use

WDM optical transmission equipment

and pieces of equipment required there-

as available fiber comes to be depleted.

and superposed the IMT and LTE trans-

by reducing running costs.

*3 ATM: A communications scheme that transfers a stream of fixed-length frames called
cells.
*4 ERP-SW: Ethernet transmission equipment
developed to respond flexibly to increases in
transmission capacity and the introduction of IP
networks as part of the trend toward All-IP
transmission paths. ERP-SW is the first switch

in the world to implement a broadband Ethernet
network transmission protocol (IEEE802.1ah).
*5 1GbE: Ethernet standards providing 1Gbit/s
transmission speeds over optical fiber;
1000BASE-SX and 1000BASE-LX standards
conform to IEEE 802.3z and the 1000BASEBX standard conforms to IEEE 802.3ah.
1000BASE-ZX is an Ethernet standard speci-

fied by Cisco Systems.
*6 Loss budget: The amount of transmission
loss allowed on an optical transmission path
determined by the difference between the output power of the optical transmitting module
and the receiving sensitivity of the optical
receive module.

sion paths has been secured by leasing
*7
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Figure 2 Loss budget of optical transmission equipment for entrance transmission path

*7 Dark fiber: The portion of optical fiber cables
laid by telecommunications operators and other
companies that is not being used by those operators and companies.
*8 L2 interface unit: A type of 150M opticaltransmission-path interface package in ATM
multiplexing equipment for use between base
stations.
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loss budget of 25 dB, as shown in Fig-
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*10

*9
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Notes
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tion.
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Figure 3 Existing 150M WDM interface signal level chart
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Figure 4 Existing GbE WDM interface signal level chart

*9 WDM interface signal: An interface signal
on the wavelength-multiplexing side of a
transponder.
*10 Transponder: In optical communications, a
functional component that performs bidirectional conversion between optical fiber and
electrical signals.
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Figure 5 New 150M WDM interface signal level chart

helped to improve the loss budget.
3.3 Development of 1U Center
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Figure 6 New GbE × multiplexing WDM interface signal level chart

with the conversion to a one-slot-wide
Ch1
Ch2

package and electrical multiplexing
produces a synergetic effect that dramatically improves accommodation
efficiency (Figure 7).

*11 port: Interface for exchanging data with other
equipment.
*12 U: Unit of height in rack mounting equipment.
1 U = 1.75 inches (44.45 mm).
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Figure 7 Improvement in accommodation efficiency

July 2011, achieves effective use of an

4. Conclusion

*13

optical fiber strand , has an economi-

No. 3, pp. 48-54, Oct. 2003 (In Japanese).
[2] T. Yonezawa et al.: “Compact WDM
Equipment for Economical Construction

We developed and implemented a

cal effect by reducing dark fiber usage

new type of compact WDM optical

fees, and contributes to the smooth

NTT DoCoMo Technical Journal, Vol. 14,

transmission equipment for entrance

deployment of entrance transmission

No. 3, pp. 32-37, Oct. 2006 (in Japan-

transmission paths to overcome instal-

paths for LTE use.

ese).
[3] K. Morita et al.: “Ethernet Transmission

lation-space and power-consumption

Equipment ERP-SW for All-IP Transmis-

limitations and reduce running costs.
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